
Funeral  
Videography and 

Live Streaming

We will professionally film 
and live stream the memorial  
service to those who cannot 
attend. Family and friends will 
be able to view the entire 
service in high quality audio 
and video online. 

Alan Cash Video
www.alancashvideo.com
info@alancashvideo.com

510 590 8532

“Alan worked very closely with my 
family in order to provide a 

beautiful service for us during the 
most difficult of times. Alan’s video 
and live streaming service allowed 

family and friends, far and wide 
to fully “attend” my son’s funeral 

during the pandemic. Alan fulfilled 
all our requests with kindness, care, 

and professionalism. People were 
“there”. It helped ease our minds 

when the last thing we needed was 
how do we provide a semblance of 

closure to so many people. 
It literally brought family 

worldwide into the service.  
Thank you, Alan.”
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Choosing the right videographer

We understand how difficult this time can be.
A loved one has passed and life will never be 
the same. 

Our aim as videographers, is to provide the 
highest quality video production service and 
be as discreet as possible before and during the 
ceremony.  

We  test all connectivity thoroughly and 
make sure everything will be ready once 
the ceremony begins. 

Our goal is to offer an alternative to those who 
cannot attend. Distance becomes no object as 
your family and friends will have an opportunity 
to share online.

We use the Zoom platform which is  
password secure and easy to use. 

Other services 
We also offer other services:
- Video montage for the service
- Biography documentary
- Family history interviews 
- Video editing

Please read our articles on 
Funeral Live streaming
www.alancashvideo.com/blog

Referrals from past clients at your request.

Our Services

Live Streaming of ceremony
We will professionally live stream 
the memorial ceremony in entirety 
with two or more high resolution 
video cameras.
This includes filming the eulogy, 
remembrances and guest arrivals.

Everything will be tested before your 
event to make sure that your online  
family and friends will have a shared 
memorable experience. 

A fully edited video of the event will 
be provided as an MP4 file or on a DVD. 
Additional copies available. 
Starting at $1995

Memorial Service Filming
(No streaming) We will professionally 
film the entire service Including  the 
eulogy, remembrances and guest 
arrivals.  Videography of cemetery 
site is also an option.

A fully edited video of the event will be 
provided as an MP4 file or on a DVD. 
Additional copies available. 
Starting at $995

Contact Alan Cash
510 590 8532
info@alancashvideo.com


